
Mana 891 

Chapter 891 - Making Sages is Actually Very Easy 

For the near future, Noah planned to have the clones teleporting back and forth with the Infinite Galaxy 

as they undertook the mission that was the basis to save the Dark Universe. 

Aside from this, Noah had to find the core of this Dark Universe as he needed its cooperation before 

many things could be done! 

At this moment, Noah left the Ruination Realm as he returned to the Dark Universe. The miniaturized 

Infinite Galaxy was still at the same location he had left it, his hands reaching towards it as he thought of 

how many days and months would have to be spent going around the Dark Universe to collect the 

100,000 Galaxies he needed for the next advancement of this wondrous Treasure. 

He was about to summon his clones to begin fanning out and wading through the chaotic void in search 

of galaxies when he came to a stop, his eyes shining brightly as he turned to the Cosmic Treasure that 

was floating beside him! 

"You...still have <Master of Ruination> active as you are actively protecting all of the Dark Universe from 

the advancement of the Ruination Essence from the Sea of Ruination, right?" 

Noah recalled the first feature he had used after the Rebirth of the Cosmic Treasure- the feature that 

released a red wave of essence that was currently keeping the Dark Universe from being ravaged by 

fractures! 

[Yes, Master.] 

"Since you are protecting all the 100 Billion Light Years, you know where everything is in the Dark 

Universe?" 

RUMBLE! 

Noah’s eyes shone with bright rays of light as he asked this question. 

[Yes, Master. Hmm? Oh! Yes, there are many Galaxies and cl.u.s.ters of Galaxies located throughout, if 

Master wants to quickly carry out the idea of fusing Galaxies with that unique Treasure, I can send you 

the mental image of the area for you to even teleport to the Galaxy’s location right away!] 

"..." 

The Cosmic Treasure very quickly caught onto Noah’s thought process as it replied with vigor, Noah 

nearly laughing at this scene as the hard task of wading through millions of light years for months to 

locate and fuse the required Galaxies...was reduced to a negligible amount of time! 

He...felt extremely good at finding such a method as it felt like he was speedrunning a tedious task that 

would have taken a significant amount of time. 

"Good!" 

The Cosmic Treasure shone vibrantly at the praise as Noah himself moved this time around for the task 

of fusing Galaxies with the help of a few clones. 



He had other clones within the Infinite Galaxy gather the celebrating forces as they got ready to stabilize 

the infusion of a truly great number of Galaxies! 

It wouldn’t be too much of an issue as the isolated Galaxies Noah was about to fuse wouldn’t have 

powerful beings like Entities or Sages, being similar to Noah’s home Galaxy that barely had a Nebula 

Realm expert at the peak. 

While other clones handled this task, one would be handing out the duplicated Cores and Dao Crystals 

to begin the process of mass producing Entities and Sages, one clone would be sent to the Ruination 

Realm and be forever stationed there for the purposes of comprehending the Cosmic Dao, while 

another one would have the task of upgrading the Realms of the Animus Summons to Galactic Filament! 

Noah was moving with extreme efficiency as he was doing a great deal of things simultaneously, his 

speed unmatched at this moment as with a vibrant new Realm, he felt pumped to do many things! 

A clone had already arrived in front of the Blue Slime that had been trying to stabilize its Galaxies, only 

an hour having passed for the slime and all others as it raised its wobbly body to find its Master had 

somehow already stepped on Galactic Filament fully before it. 

...! 

Alarm overcame the Blue Slime as its wiggly body formed question marks and exclamations, Noah’s 

clone merely laughing as his essence moved to personally stabilize and elevate the Realm of the Blue 

Slime! 

The others were teleported into the area as well, Tiamat watching the scene of Noah’s clone that had 

multiple revolving Manifested Galaxies with shining eyes. 

’With someone like him by my side...those traitors will all be eaten up!’ 

Her gaze was fiery as the Queen Dowager rushed to her Master so that her strength could be increased 

as well. 

The kingly Calamity Bear stroked its chin with majestic pride as the Jörmungandr eyes turned into 

dangerous slits, also being very happy at having found such a Master! 

CAA! 

All the pets went forward to have their Realms elevated as in another region where the celebrations 

were brought to a close, another one of Noah’s clones at the Realm of Galactic Filament stood in front 

of the Sages and Entities of his Infinite Galaxy. 

"You...you...!" 

Morgana’s small face was dripping with shock as she stared at the being who had been an Entity days 

ago, yet now stood in front of her in the Galactic Filament Realm while having also assimilated many 

Daos! 

It meant...he was a Great Sage! 



"Great Sage..." The Sword Emperor uttered with shock as he began to laugh raucously, the Harbingers of 

Sin staring at these new incoming being with calm eyes as they had long developed immunity from 

Noah’s domineering surprises. 

"Hmph. Little Fish, I’m next up to become a Sage." 

Barbatos raised her face as she looked towards Morgana like a country bumpkin that didn’t know things, 

coming to hug Noah’s arm who only gave a light smile while waving his hands to call forth an 

innumerable amount of Galaxy Cores and Dao Crystals! 

The Galaxy Cores were even more numerous in number as he hadn’t consumed any of them, so when 

they were duplicated...the amount was shocking. 

Since he had utilized some Dao Comprehension and Assimilation Crystals though, they were slightly 

fewer in number as by his calculations- they should be able to produce a few hundred Entities...and 

even tens of Sages! 

RUMBLE! 

This number may seem shocking and unrealistic, but not when Noah also began exploring the new 

feature of the Cosmic Treasure- <Affix Use and Generation>! 

In the past he only had affixes that affected him when it came to how rapidly he comprehended and 

assimilated Daos, but he could make a tweak and produce an Affix that affected his subordinates! 

Thus, while Noah’s main body began moving with the Cosmic Treasure to teleport next to Galaxies and 

fuse them, he utilized the feature of the Cosmic Treasure as the Affix [Ruination Guider] was born! 

[Ruination Guider] :: When selected, all the beings considered as Subordinates of the Master of 

Ruination gain 20,000% Increased Comprehension and Assimilation of All Laws and Daos. 

Even the 20,000% was the max that Noah was allowed to do from the words of the Cosmic Treasure, 

with his first number when generating the Affix being 50,000%! 

But this shocking Affix meant Noah would not be alone in enjoying the sweets of easily comprehending 

and assimilating Daos. 

He had a bright smile as within the Dark Universe that was floating in a Sea of Ruination, multiple Sages 

were about to be born! 

Chapter 892 - Where art thou, Universe Core? 

As his clones went about doing a great deal of things, Noah’s main body and a few clones were 

teleporting to multiple Galaxies from the mental images that he was receiving from the Cosmic 

Treasure. 

With his past teleporting skills and now the Dao of Voidspace, the reality of him being able to warp to 

whatever location as long as he had a memory or image of it remained true! 



Those clones would have the task of communicating and convincing the Cores of Galaxies as they shared 

their memories of what they had been doing and what was to come, the logical entities that were the 

centers of galaxies all agreeing without a hitch as always. 

So all that was left was for Noah to warp to these convinced Galaxies and fuse them while continuing to 

test out the features of the Cosmic Treasure! 

He had already produced the terrifying [Ruination Guider] Affix as he thought of many more that could 

apply to himself aside from just things like +10,000% to All Damage. 

He could create Affixes to heavily enhance specific skills or abilities that pertain to him, or even generate 

more unique ones along the lines of things like Dao Crystal Affixes or Increased Loot Drop Affix...the 

possibilities were endless! 

As for the wonders of Ruination Guider? 

THRUM! 

Essence was constantly converging around the figures of the Harbingers of Sin, Elena, Athena, Holy 

Emperor, Imperial Adjudicator, Anna...around 20 of Noah’s strongest subordinates aside from the 

Emperor Penguin! 

All of them were in a Time Space as they absorbed Dao Comprehension and Assimilation Crystals, 

finding to their shock that the percentages of the Daos they chose were rising crazily! 

The Sword Emperor was looking at this shocking scene as his voice rang out to a scowling Morgana. 

"Do you believe in the words of the Master now? For the being they all sacrificed their lives to wait for?" 

Morgana had given up from all the shocks at this point as she merely waved her hands while watching 

the shocking scenes of multiple being fully comprehending Daos and going on to Assimilate them 

minutes later! 

"Yes yes we get it, the Old Geezer was right." 

Morgana voiced out lazily as she saw the aura of a Sage erupt from the vivacious Barbatos. 

This being that was merely an Entity a few days back now stood at the same stage as her as when her 

eyes opened, the two alike beings glanced at each other competitively! 

RUMBLE! 

In other regions, those that weren’t fortunate enough to get the Dao Crystals received an 

overabundance of GALAXY Cores to push their strength to the peak of this Realm, hundreds of beings 

entering the ranks of experts! 

In another region of the Time Space, Noah’s own Summons were being elevated in strength as with the 

Summoner achieving the next Realm, it was extremely easy to push their Summons to the same realm 

as well. 

Noah’s clone pulsed with mana and Dao Essence that flowed into the pets, the birth of many Galaxies 

being seen as the Animus Summon were brought into the Galactic Filament Realm! 



With the addition of Assimilation Crystals, they would be one of the very few beings in the Infinite 

Galaxy to be termed Great Sages. 

ROAAR! 

Tiamat let out a roar filled with power as the Golden Crow rose to the skies brilliantly, the body of the 

Jörmungandr becoming even more pristine and majestic as all the pets shone with gorgeous splendor! 

At this moment, every single being was unceasingly increasing their strength as during this time, Noah 

had fused hundreds of Galaxies, the number only continuing to shoot up as he could locate them with 

much greater efficiency than before. 

The task was extremely tedious and time consuming, where fusing each Galaxy took at least a minute, 

and this was with Noah wildly using his power to complete the fusion quickly. When this was paired up 

with the remaining Galaxies he needed to fuse out of the 100,000 required for the Infinite Galaxy to 

advance forward, it meant his progress was around the range of 1400 Galaxies every day. 

This shocking number meant that Noah and his clones would be spending over 2 months just fusing the 

required Galaxies, a time period that was longer than it took him to advance from a non Entity into a 

Great Sage! 

During this 2 month time period, Noah traversed the expansive Dark Universe as his clones and 

subordinates helped with taking care of the successful inclusion of tens of thousands of Galaxies. 

This was an addition of trillions of beings every minute, something that would have been hard for the 

beings of the Infinite Galaxy to handle if they didn’t increase their power and also Master the Blood 

Clone ability of Blood Lord! 

During this entire 2 month period where the fusions were taking place, Noah asked himself and the 

Cosmic Treasure exactly where they could locate the Core of the Dark Universe. 

Even with its essence covering up the entire Universe, the Cosmic Treasure wasn’t able to sense 

anything that could be seen as the core of a Universe! 

[When I was just floating across the folds of space in the Cosmos, I came across many Universes, but 

never chanced upon their Cores or anything like that.] 

The Cosmic Treasure spoke of its own experiences as Noah nodded, wanting to scream out to the Dark 

chaotic void around him as he simply asked- where was the core of the Universe! 

But even though he could not locate it at this moment, the Golden light of Destiny that wrapped around 

him told him not to worry. 

His plan of elevating the stage of the Infinite Galaxy was actually in the right direction, with the 

mysteries he could unveil telling him that when he achieved the requirement of 100,000 Galaxies and 

upgraded his wondrous Treasure...that would be the time when the will of the Dark Universe would 

reveal itself! 

Chapter 893 - From a Spiritual Land into...! 



Like this, 2 months passed in the fantastical Cosmos as an uncountable number of beings each moved 

with their own goals and ideals. 

During this period of time, the Infinite Galaxy gained 21 new Sages and hundreds of beings in the 

GALAXY Realm, with Noah increasing his level of strength and having all of his pets step into the stage he 

was in...as Great Sages! 

Every single Pet was vibrantly releasing the Manifested glows of multiple galaxies, their Realms stably 

within the Galactic Filament Rank. 

This Rank also meant that Noah could summon another two pets for him to contract and bring his 

Summons to 10, but he waited to do so as the Universe he would be Summoning them from...it was one 

of the Universes he would soon be stepping into! 

Aside from his Summons and subordinates, Noah himself also advanced greatly in a field he thought 

would take him forever- his comprehension in the Cosmic Dao of Ruination. 

Leaving a clone in the Ruination Realm for the past two months meant that the clone had undergone a 

training session that lasted over 2000 months...or 166 years! 

The session had been extremely fruitful as on the percentage next to the Cosmic Dao of Ruination, a 

gorgeous 16% could be seen. 

2 months to comprehend one sixth of a Cosmic Dao...it meant that Noah would only need over a year to 

fully comprehend it! Such a time felt extremely long for him, yet it was already something unbelievable 

for any other beings that comprehended a Cosmic Dao. 

Aside from this advancement, there was also the Purification of Primordial Essence that he had access to 

on top of the Ruination Essence. Within the Ruination Realm, the clone let this wondrous Essence wash 

into its Origin as it connected with the main body, Noah gaining constant purifications as the daily .1 

percentages gradually filled up to grant him to allowable 25% that all Great Sages were capped to when 

it came to Primordial Essence Purification! 

With the 15% from Ruination Essence, Noah currently had 40% Purification that represented +400,000% 

to All Parameters. 

All Parameters! 

Apart from this rapid increase in strength, the main focus remained on the fusion of Galaxies as after 2 

months, Noah was currently floating in front of the 100,000th Galaxy- the final Galaxy required before 

the next evolution of the Infinite Galaxy. 

THRUM! 

The process began just as the others, Noah watching as the boundary of this Galaxy faded away while all 

of its stellar bodies fused into the Infinite Galaxy that had an uncountable number of stars, planets, 

black holes, and quasars within it! 

[Even I am curious about the upgrade treasure. I haven’t come across anything like it before...] 



RUINATION floated beside Noah as it looked curiously at the miniaturized Infinite Galaxy that had begun 

to shine brilliantly unlike when other Galaxies fused into it before. 

Noah watched on with expectant eyes as the moment the quota of 100,000 Galaxies were met, the 

Infinite Galaxy vibrated while releasing wondrous bursts of light, beginning the process of advancement 

as it drained mana from Noah the moment the upgrade condition was met! 

RUMBLE! 

As always when it came to the advancement of this treasure, all it did was require a large amount of 

Mana that Noah very easily provided. Although this time, Noah’s essence was filled with the crimson of 

Ruination as the upgrading Infinite Galaxy was tinged with pure blue mana that was laced with red. 

[Beautiful...] 

RUINATION uttered such words as in front of it and Noah, the Infinite Galaxy floated upwards as it shone 

brilliantly, the Galaxy that should have remained miniaturized actually beginning to expand by itself 

against Noah’s control! 

...! 

Noah watched with a stupefied expression as the miniaturized Infinite Galaxy expanded rapidly, almost 

as if saying it could not remain such a small size after its upgrade as it chose for itself the smallest size it 

could be at this moment. It very quickly passed hundreds of miles, Noah’s figure becoming dwarfed as it 

went on to a hundred thousand miles, then on to a million! Then onto a billion miles! 

THRUM! 

Essence was s.u.c.k.e.d into it in droves as it expanded out madly, the smallest size this treasure chose to 

be at...becoming a single light year! 

The figures of Noah and the Cosmic Treasure looked insignificant as just the mere miniaturized version 

of the treasure...was a light year- over 6 trillion miles! 

’How the hell am I going to be carrying you now...’ 

Noah had begun with a thought as it was quickly erased...and this was because he glanced towards the 

shimmering 1 light year long object that used to be the Infinite Galaxy. 

At this moment, its boundary shone with a gorgeous array of blue and red l.u.s.ter, the innumerable 

number of stellar bodies hidden within from the fusion of 100,000 Galaxies not even being seen! 

The moment it reached 1 light year, it stopped s.u.c.k.i.n.g Noah’s essence as it released one final burst 

of Mana, the stellar treasure floating majestically to announce its arrival. 

"..." 

<You Have Finally Completed It> 

RUMBLE! 



Out of nowhere, an archaic voice thundered all around him as even Noah’s strong soul trembled, his 

eyes shining brilliantly as they remained locked onto the treasure that used to be the Infinite Galaxy. 

He locked eyes with it because as its Master, information about it flowed into his mind as he found his 

eyes shaking from what he found out and read on the ability that used to be called {Spiritual Galaxy 

Management}, but was now under a different name! 

{Universal Core Management} 

[Universal Core-13] 

Beasts: F-XXX, E-XXX, D-XXX, C-XXX, B-XXX, A-XXX, S-XXX, EPIC-XXX, LEGENDARY-XXX, MYTHICAL-XXX, 

PHANTASMAL-XXX, TRANSCENDENT-XXX, SAINT- XXX, VOID- XXX, SOUL-XXX, DOMAIN- XXX, WORLD-

XXX, STAR FORGING- XXX, NEBULA- 5 Million, BLACK HOLE- 1 Million, QUASAR- 324,837, GALAXY-12,833 

Plants- Whitefall Trees, Snow Vine, Sacred Rye, Pigmy Melon, Ice-fire Persimmon, Ice Phoenix Fruits, 

Spirit of the Arctic, Frozen Angelica, Regal Flora, Qilin’s Cold Stone, Resonant Okra, Arctic Flora, King’s 

Collard, Athramire, Phantom Mulberry, Fire Starter, Frigid Apple, Fate’s Orchard, Chaotic Amaranth, 

Aether Infused Willow, Immemorial Dragon Fruits, Mythical Fruit of Life. Available for planting(Fruit of 

Destiny) 

Features- Size Regulation(Unlocked), Movement(Unlocked), Anchor(Unlocked), Boost 

Surroundings(Unlocked), Architecture(Unlocked), Frozen Barrier(Unlocked), Offensive 

Maneuvers(Unlocked), Time Dilation(Unlocked), Treasure Hunter (Unlocked), Interstellar 

Travel(Unlocked), Law Space(Unlocked), Blacksmith’s Forge(Unlocked), Division(Unlocked), Alchemy 

Hall(Unlocked), Library(Unlocked), World Integration(Unlocked), Universe Gateway(Unlocked), Pocket 

Universe (Unlocked), Assimilation(Unlocked), Trait Blessing(Unlocked), Dao 

Birth(Unlocked)...#^$%#(Locked) 

A shocking set of details, one that listed the Infinite Galaxy under the name of Universal Core! 

<You Have Finally Completed The Universal Core> 

RUMBLE! 

...! 

Chapter 894 - A Universe I 

The thundering archaic voice he had been waiting for for so long finally arrived, and it was the will of the 

very same Universe he had just saved from Ruination two months ago! 

<You were searching for the core of the Dark Universe that does not exist. A Universe has no central 

core, with its will exerted throughout its billions of light years.> 

...! 

That was right! For the past months, Noah had searched for and wondered where the core of the Dark 

Universe would be, the Dao of Destiny only telling him he would get answers when the upgrade of the 

Infinite Galaxy finished. 



He just didn’t think...it would play put this way! 

This was a truth that an infinitesimal amount of beings knew- the fact that a Universe actually did not 

have a central core, being something that could not be destroyed...unless its source of sustenance was 

cut off and it was swallowed by the Ruination Sea. 

That sustenance...was the Primordial Cosmos! 

<For you to achieve your purpose of changing the nature of this Universe to accept Ruination Essence 

instead of Primordial Essence for sustenance, something that had not been born before had to come to 

light. You had to forge your own Universal Core> 

<Now that a Universal Core connected to you and capable of accepting Ruination Essence for substance 

has appeared, all that is left to do is to connect with the whole Universe. All 100 Billion Light Years of it.> 

THRUM! 

A shocking development appeared before Noah’s eyes as a myriad of thoughts danced in his mind. 

The little floating Spiritual Land from the Beast World...went to become a World of its own, into a 

Realm, and then a Galaxy! 

Now, it was a Universal Core that had not appeared before, something to be used to change the nature 

of a Universe that relied on Primordial Essence into an Essence that was normally destructive to it! 

"..." 

He breathed out slowly as his eyes flashed with light. Time seemed to flow slowly as he thought about 

many things before his face became firm, grabbing his Cosmic Treasure as he asked the will of the 

Universe that had finally chosen to speak. 

"...how do we start?" 

RUMBLE! 

<Sit atop the Universal Core and be ready. I will use the remaining hundreds of years of Primordial 

Essence to initiate the connection. It will be up to you to control the essence thereafter to finish the 

connection> 

A tremendous task lay in front of Noah as he looked at the 1 light year large Universal Core! 

A spatial light covered him as he disappeared, his face shining with brilliance as he went on to start a 

task of utmost importance. 

It was at this moment. 

At this moment where a transcendental scene that should definitely be inscribed into history books 

occurred! 

It was the scene of Noah teleporting towards the top of the Universal Core as he sat upon it, a Cosmic 

Treasure within his hands shining brilliantly as a gorgeous display of colorful Essence surrounded them. 

A second after that, the chaotic void trembled and quaked. 



THRUUM! 

From the chaotic void- from the folds of the Universe itself, tendrils of colorful Primordial Essence 

erupted out as they instantly went to cover the 1 light year Universal Core! 

These tendrils reached out to land on the Universal Core on all sides, multiple of them going towards 

Noah and piercing into his body as his soul nearly crumbled from the pressure. 

Feeling the tendrils of Primordial Essence that came from the Universe itself connecting to both the 

Universal Core and him, Noah’s Origin felt the blooming of a distinct connection that he focused on. 

It was a connection that felt more enormous than anything he had come across, a connection that the 

moment it came to be, the thunderous voice of the Universe rang out. 

<Now> 

RUUUMBLE! 

The gorgeous tendrils of Primordial Essence and their points of connection to the Universal 

Core...Noah’s eyes that had beams of blue-red light shooting out...the glimmering Cosmic Treasure...it 

felt like everything came to a stop at this moment. As if time itself had stopped briefly! 

When time moved again, an explosive force of essence erupted out from Noah and the Universal Core 

as the tendrils of Primordial Essence they were connected to...flashed blue as an intense hint of red 

began to occupy them! 

This red...caused the tendrils of essence to pulse with light as an instant later, they began to shoot out 

from the Universal Core and tear through the chaotic void around them on all sides. 

This created for the shocking image where with the Universal Core at the scene, tendrils of blue and red 

essence interweaved together and began to erupt out over the nearby light years, these tendrils of 

essence continuing to expand in every direction! 

<For the connection to be successfully established and for the Universal Core to be used as the true core 

of the Universe, it must stretch its will to cover the entire 100 Billion Light Years of the Dark Universe> 

The tendrils of essence spread out with the intent to cover the entire Universe! 

In the beginning, the light of blue that represented the Primordial Essence dominated, but after a few 

million Light Years, the shade of crimson red was all that could be seen from the tendrils that were 

exploding out across the Dark Universe. 

They were innumerable in number as from the connection of Noah, his Universal Core, and the Cosmic 

Treasure- tendrils of Ruination Essence were used as the source of the connection to an entire Universe! 

Ruination Essence! 

Something that was normally destructive to Universes and to its life forms- this very same essence now 

began to permeate throughout the Dark Universe with its goal being to be its main source of energy. 

THRUM! 



Atop the Universal Core, tendrils of Ruination Essence shot forth from Noah’s eyes and mouth as he 

looked extremely terrifying at this moment, the Cosmic Treasure on his l.a.p shining ever brighter. 

100 million light years. 

10 billion light years. 

Noah did not know how long it took, only coming to as he awoke to a magisterial sight around him! 

It was the sight of a vibrant Universal Core stretching out its will to cover the entirety of a Universe! 

Chapter 895 - A Universe II 

We come across beautiful things every day, but there are times when we observe something so 

outrageously beautiful that we even lose the words for it. 

This was Noah’s current situation, the tendrils of light that were shooting from his eyes and mouth dying 

down as he came to only to observe a shocking scene! 

From the Universal Core that was his past Infinite Galaxy, tendrils of crimson essence stretched 

throughout the chaotic void on all sides! He closed his eyes as he focused on the connections he had to 

his soul, focusing on the Universal Core as the things it showed him...were simply too much for someone 

like him to be seeing. 

THUMP! 

Like a beating heart, the Universal Core released a wave of essence that traveled throughout all the 

tendrils coming out of it, Noah’s senses following this pulse of essence as he saw it spread for millions of 

lights and still continue! 

[Crazy...] Even the Cosmic Treasure on his l.a.p uttered out its astonishment at the shocking scene! 

This was because it was the first time in history for such a thing to happen- for a Universe to have its 

nature changed as it connected to a Universal Core that released Ruination Essence throughout it. 

The first time that a Universe wasn’t supported and did not require the support of a Cosmos! 

And Noah...was at the center of it all as he was the master of the Universal Core that was now 

connected to the Dark Universe. 

RUMBLE! 

This shocking reality only dawned on Noah now as he didn’t even know what to think! 

<One of the many possible paths for this Universe since the Cosmic Treasure floated into it and caused 

the sequence of events has been achieved> 

...! 

The voice of the will of the Universe rang out in Noah’s mind once more, this time seeming very clear as 

he shared a connection with it through the Universal Core. 



<What happens after this is unknown as at this moment, it is not the will of a Universe that is heavily 

restricted by Cosmic rules in control, but the will of a being that has vastly different rules applied to> 

RUMBLE! 

Shocking words were released from the will of the Universe as Noah’s eyes shone calmly. 

<Something to keep in mind is the System that began from your home world and was expanded into the 

Infinite Galaxy...it has now been expanded to cover the whole Universe and all the beings dwelling 

within it> 

"The system..." 

<The ability to devour the defeated being’s power, the panel quantifying your strength and abilities...It 

should be a Devour Class System brought about under the influence of Ruination that the Novus Galaxy 

used to bend Universal Laws to create, its scale just being expanded> 

Many thoughts crossed Noah’s mind as he nodded as this, focusing on the connection of the Universal 

Core below him as a change began to occur once more. 

The red tendrils of essence spread out across billions of light years slowly receded into folds of the void 

as they became hidden, the Universal Core doing the same as well! 

It entered the folds of space as it utterly disappeared, where the only thing that was left behind 

throughout the Dark Universe from the shocking event that had just occurred was the shining color of 

crimson that permeated throughout. 

The dark chaotic void...was now lit up brightly with the aura of red essence flowing throughout, creating 

a beautiful scenery of shimmering darkness with the bright allure of crimson across the Universe! 

Within the folds of space, Noah stared at this scene with wonder as he returned to the {Universal Core 

Management} ability to see exactly what he had done. 

Many things had changed as features like <Realm Gateway> and <Pocket Realm> became Universal 

Gateway and Pocket Universe. 

As the Universal Core was now connected to the Universe itself, its features like Movement and Size 

Regulation could be used somewhat, and even nonconsequential features like Architecture could now 

be utilized on a grand scale Noah never thought to be possible! 

<Architecture> :: A feature that allows the Master of the Universal Core to build structures and alter the 

shapes and designs of existing stars, planets, and even the layouts of Galaxies and Galactic Filaments. 

"..." 

It was the shocking feature termed Dao Birth! 

<Dao Birth> :: Dao Birth is normally an ability that only those in the Universal Realm can have a chance 

of utilizing. Such an ability holds the secrets on how to surpass the Universal Realm to reach the state of 

●●●●● ●●●●●. After coming into control of a Universal Core, Noah Osmont can utilize this feature to 



Birth a limited number of Daos of his own making. Dao Spaces of already utilized Daos can also be 

established within the Universal Core. Currently possible Daos : 3 Lesser. 

...! 

An ability only reserved for the Universal Realm Hegemonies that had reached the peak of power! 

An ability that was a must have in one wanted to peer through the secrets of reaching the stage above 

Universal Realm that was even hidden from Noah! 

At this moment as he obtained control of a Universe...Noah could birth his own Daos. 

...! 

--- 

Within this same period of time, a shocking event occurred not in Noah’s Dark Universe, but in a far 

away location across the vast Sea of Ruination. 

On this day, throughout the very Cosmos themselves...the most powerful experts could shockingly hear 

sounds of weeping stretching out across the billions of light years. 

It was a sign that very few of them understood the meaning of, but those that had not locked 

themselves away for hundreds of thousands of years and knew of the events that occurred over a 

hundred thousand years ago were able to understand its meaning! 

In the Cerulean Universe, a being with a shimmering blue crown with a stature that was the size of a 

Galaxy looked up as he heard this sound, his face turning sour as if he had tasted the worst type of shit. 

"That fool even failed to save the Universe anyways! Of course he couldn’t utilize the Cosmic 

Treasure...!" 

...! 

In another universe, a Universal Realm Hegemony rose her head as her eyes sparkled with the light of 

Galaxies, her fair mouth moving as she spoke in a sad tone. 

"A portion of the Cosmos has perished...a most troubling sign for what is to come!" 

RUMBLE! 

Yes, the significance of Noah’s actions to not reconnect the Dark Universe with the Cosmos and instead 

turn it into something else entirely...it would bring sweeping changes that even he had no ideas about! 

Chapter 896 - Unlimited Possibilities! 

Throughout the Cosmos, a weeping cry reverberated out as many knowledgeable beings were alerted to 

the supposed death of a Universe that had been separated from the Cosmos over a hundred thousand 

years ago. 

With the vast Cosmos, a few knew the meaning behind it, but not a single being knew what it truly 

represented! 



It was actually one of the very few Keystone Events- Events throughout history that would go on to be a 

springboard for the direction of an entire Cosmos. 

The terrifying Universal Realm Hegemonies overseeing the Primordial Cosmos did not know this. 

The wills of the many Universes did not know this! 

The being who initiated this event himself...even he didn’t know this! 

--- 

In the Animus Universe. 

There were only two beings within this Universe that noticed the phenomenon, both of them raising 

their heads as sharp lights crossed through their eyes. 

One was the individual that birthed the Dao of Summoning, her eyes shimmering with starry lights as 

the moment the weeping finished, she turned her attention to the abundant amount of information she 

was receiving on the usage of the Dao she created, her eyes continuing to be locked on the Animus 

Universe! 

Meanwhile...the other individual had a devious light flash across his eyes as he also turned his attention 

to the happenings within the Animus Universe, his fingers continuing to move as bright lights released 

from them- with this being having his own motives! 

Neither of the experts could have known the weeping was connected to a special being. 

A being that would very soon be descending onto the very same Animus Universe they had their eyes 

on! 

--- 

Inside the Universal Core, the beings within merely felt the starry space tremble as with every passing 

second since the upgrade of the Infinite Galaxy began, where they felt the atmospheric mana of the 

surroundings rise exponentially over the next few hours! 

The Sages within noticed this phenomenon the most as they tried to spread their aura out of the Infinite 

Galaxy to see what was happening outside...only to find they were blocked from doing so. 

They could only shockingly remain to observe the changes as after a few hours, things began to settle 

while leaving behind something that caused the inhabitants of the Infinite Galaxy to move around in a 

stupor. 

The atmospheric essence throughout the expansive Galaxy that held an uncountable number of 

stars...had grown to such an extent that all around, rivers of condensed essence could be seen! 

Rivers of essence! 

Aside from this, the concentration of universal law essence was also so dense that liquid wisps of 

multiple law essences could be seen on all the uncountable numbers of stars and planets within the 

Universal Core. 



The most visible changes to the inhabitants of the upgraded Universal Core was this shocking 

condensation of essence that would make it unbelievably easy for beings to advance on the path of 

power. 

"He has made a Holy Land of Cultivation..." 

The Sword Emperor was looking around the rivers of essence all around them as he spoke, the place 

they were in seeming like a paradisiacal Holy Land meant only for the highest beings to be in. 

Morgana was sighing wistfully as while she looked at the sweeping changes around them, she stared at 

the new Sages that had sprouted in the last few days. 

Even they who were the locals of this place for much longer than them looked to be in a stupor as they 

ran their hands over the rivers of essence flowing out, the voice of a particular being just turned Sage 

beginning to reverberate out in jovial laughter! 

"Haha, what did I tell you guys? I wouldn’t be surprised if Noah has somehow advanced the Spiritual 

Land into a mini Universe or something...ah!" 

Kazuhiko had a bright smile as all the others around him digested his words, their eyes looking around 

them as they wanted to ask the being himself what had happened! 

RUMBLE! 

They didn’t have to wait long as Noah’s main body flashed into the Universal Core with a light smile, a 

Cosmic Treasure by his side as he looked around at the progress of the beings within it. 

He had been looking at the wondrous feature of Dao Birth as he chose not to rush it for the time being, 

seeing as how he had only 3 chances to birth Daos as of right now. He would continue gathering 

information as he formulated possibilities of Daos before he moved to enact them! 

His eyes glimmered with the light of possibilities as he looked at the beings that had been training hard 

for the past 2 months, his voice ringing out. 

"The apocalypse of the Dark Universe isn’t a worry anymore, with the only thing remaining now being 

our own choices on how to move forward..." 

Noah began to speak with his people as he waved his hands to call forth all of his Animus Summons that 

pulsate with the shocking strength at Great Sage just like him. 

"Tiamat, come forward!" 

He beckoned to the domineering Queen Dowager who was only servile towards him, with her gaze 

remaining cold and ruthless when she gazed upon all others! 

Her voluptuous humanoid void came to stand beside Noah as she looked towards everyone else, Noah’s 

voice continuing to ring out. 

"Let us talk about what we do from here...let us talk about the Universe we reside in and the Primordial 

Cosmos...let us talk about the Animus Universe!" 

RUMBLE! 



Terrifying lights passed across the eyes of all the powerful beings within the Universal Core as at this 

moment, a shocking discussion began about the Primordial Cosmos they were all initially from...and the 

Animus Universe where Tiamat, the Blue Slime...and all other Summoned Animus came from. 

The voluptuous Tiamat that used to be a Ruler of an entire section of the Animus Universe was at the 

forefront of the discussion, a few hours passing as the Sages and Great Sages of the Dark Universe 

planned! 

When all was over and done, Kazuhiko had a profound expression as while everyone was digesting 

information, he rose up with a bright smile while speaking out. 

"So what you’re telling me is...that it is time for us to explore and conquer Universes?" 

RUMBLE! 

Noah glanced at the raucous new Sword Emperor as he gazed across the Universal Core. 

"I’m not sure about conquering with the powerful Universal Realm hegemonies who can birth Daos 

running around the Cosmos, but exploring...will definitely be something I’ll be doing!" 

"We have unlimited possibilities on what we can do, with our first step being the Animus Universe." 

...! 

"There, one of our own was stripped from her throne from the collusion of forces that should have been 

her allies. We’ll move carefully as we start in this Universe first...we shall first explore the Animus 

Universe as we gain more understanding of the Primordial Cosmos!" 

RUMBLE! 

Chapter 897 - The Animus Universe! I 

Hours passed as the Sages and Great Sages of the Dark Universe congregated and discussed! 

Noah only brought up Tiamat’s ordeal and mission, leaving out the terrifying identity of the Universal 

Emperor Slime that he would actually have to not display so freely in the Primordial Cosmos- not unless 

he wanted all the experts to rush towards him anyways. 

Something worthy of note that seemed to foretell of a difficult future was the enormous body of 

Jormungandr stepping forward, its booming voice ringing out. 

"I was a weak thing in the Animus Universe before you summoned me...but I do know that the state of 

the Dragon Race has fallen from what it used to be! I haven’t been to the Holy Lands of the 9 Supreme 

Bloodlines, but the scenes there might not be something any of us expect!" 

THRUM! 

The Galaxy Devouring Serpent said this while glancing at Tiamat, preparing her and Noah for whatever 

they would find when they arrive in the Animus Universe! 



Tiamat had a solemn expression as she expected this somewhat since she who was the Ruler of Dragons 

fell, but she still held hope that the Great Sages and Monarchs of her race had continued to fight for the 

status of her bloodline. 

Many things continued to be mentioned as after extensive discussions and preparations, Noah felt he 

had prepared sufficiently enough as he was ready to set off! 

The meeting was dissolved as others made their own preparations, Noah coming into the glimmering 

crimson chaotic void as he stared at its new beauty. 

He had achieved his goal of protecting his Universe and preventing its apocalypse, where it now faced 

no threats as it floated amidst the Sea of Ruination that was not harmful to it. 

At this moment, his mind was filled with thoughts of the Primordial Cosmos and all the Universes within 

them. 

Aside from the Animus Universe, Noah also put the Necrotic Universe and the...Cerulean Universe on his 

radar! 

This was because the Blue Slime shared with him the memories it had obtained after it absorbed the 

sliver of soul that was the Half-a-Step Great Spirit Sage. 

From this, he knew that the terrifying being that had targeted and been on the Dark Universe for the last 

tens of thousands of years was in the Cerulean Universe, and just how terrifying his level of power was! 

The contrasting image of the Blue Cerulean Universe passed through his mind as he looked at his own 

Dark Universe. Its formerly dark chaotic void now shone with auroras of crimson, the void of space being 

lit up brightly as the dark universe...wasn’t so dark anymore! 

The contrast put a smile on Noah’s face as he held the Cosmic Treasure that voiced out lightly. 

[Ready?] 

The Cosmic Treasure asked for affirmation if Noah was ready as their next action...was to utilize the 

[Universe Piercer] feature to make a Gateway to a Universe the treasure had come across- their target 

being the Animus Universe! 

Attached to Noah at this time was a [Pocket Universe] that held a Universal Gateway back into the 

Universal Core of the Dark Universe where he could access his subordinates within any time he wished, 

and he could also enter it to appear back in the Dark Universe whenever he wanted. He would enter the 

Animus Universe himself first before he called out any of the Sages within his Universal Core in this 

manner. 

"Ready!" 

THRUM! 

He replied to the Cosmic Treasure that initiated Universal Piercer right away, Noah’s body being 

wrapped by a crimson red light as he disappeared! 



From the Dark Universe...he was shuttled into the Ruination Sea as a wondrous spatial light wrapped 

around him, his destination being the Primordial Cosmos! 

--- 

The Primordial Cosmos with its multitude of Universes was extremely old. 

Its actual age was very hard to ascertain even now as within it...a great deal of powerful beings had 

risen. 

Some beings achieved such powerful Realms of power that their very strengths could disrupt the lives of 

Quadrillions of beings if they battled or acted freely on their wishes! 

This was why in the Primordial Cosmos, there existed an Absolute Rule that was maintained throughout. 

An Absolute Rule that was rarely ever broken, a rule that upheld the era of balance and prosperity for 

the eons that passed within the Cosmos. 

It was the Rule that Hegemonies within the Universal Realm...could not move to act against those in the 

lower Realms, and nor could they act against each other for small conflicts! 

It was such a tremendously stringent rule that for it to be kept...an extremely powerful Universal Realm 

Hegemony called the Oathkeeper had stepped up to oversee it! 

Through the Lesser Dao of the Oath Keeper that this being had created, all rising and current Universal 

Realm Hegemonies would have to make an oath in front of him that would be inscribed into the very 

souls of each party. 

That was how Absolute the rule of Universal experts not moving against themselves for small conflicts or 

moving against those in the lower Realms was. 

That a Lesser Dao was made by a terrifying creature just for it, and all Universal experts had to make an 

oath under this Dao that if they broke...the Oathkeeper would know right away as the wrath of all the 

collective Universal Realm Hegemonies in the Cosmos would descend upon the Oath Breaker. 

This being one of the main things that kept the Prosperity of the Cosmos...made Noah extremely excited 

when he heard of it from Tiamat! 

Of course, he also knew that nothing was set in stone as just weeks prior, he had faced a negligible sliver 

of a soul from a being had just reached the bounds of the Universal Realm in the Cerulean 

Universe...and yet this being had been able to act against them! 

Whether it was due to their actual body and strength not acting, or the fact that it stayed within the 

boundary of the Realms within the Galaxy...whatever the reason was, Noah saw that this Absolute Rule 

that was maintained with such stringency...had loopholes to play with here and there. 

’The most powerful experts cannot move against me...’ 

This thought carried him with confidence as the voice of the Cosmic Treasure passed through his mind. 

[We’re arriving, Master.] 



RUMBLE! 

It was the place his Summons stemmed from, a Universe that he would soon come to know as a place 

with brutality and fantastical creatures each with their own histories! 

The Universe where the 9 Supreme Bloodlines ruled through pure strength and power...the Animus 

Universe! 

Chapter 898 - The Animus Universe! II 

The crimson red channel Noah was on gradually became a mixture of beautiful essence as the spatial 

light around him increased, a brilliant flash of light spreading throughout as he felt himself transported 

to a new place he had never been to! 

WAA! 

He came to as he found himself in a wondrously colorful chaotic void, the glimmers of bright stars and 

celestial bodies being seen from the distance. 

His eyes and aura took in everything around him as his mind absorbed all he saw rapidly, his heart 

shaking as he turned towards a certain direction where he saw...an enormous Planet! 

He would only consider a planet enormous if it was truly exaggerated in size- and this planet exactly had 

that feature. 

The smallest planets could range from a few thousand to tens of thousands of miles. The Planet he was 

seeing from a distance...was way out the ball park for this number as its size was shockingly akin to that 

of a small Galaxy! 

The singular Planet...was approximately 20,000 Light Years large. 

A planet the size of a small Galaxy! 

"It seems like we arrived in the territory of the Galaxy Devouring Serpents..." 

The voice of Tiamat rang out as Noah’s eyes shone brightly, stepping into the Animus Universe for the 

first time as he came face to face with a majestic scene! 

"This unique galaxy-sized planet is a territory of the Galaxy Devouring Serpents, one of the 9 Supreme 

Bloodlines that controls a region of the Animus Universe..." 

Tiamat continued to speak as Noah summoned her curvaceous figure out first in this new universe! 

Her eyes coldly glanced at the far away planet as she continued. 

"Tens of thousands of years have passed since I’ve been here, so I can’t say for sure how the situation 

has changed within the Animus Universe. But from my recollection, this planet is one of the important 

strongholds of the Galaxy Devouring Serpents, it’s nothing but those Snakes down there!" 

Noah smiled at her words as he asked with a smile. 

"Do we start there?" 



"...no, we might just come across a few Great Sages or Monarchs within this stronghold. We need to go 

into the Supreme Galactic Filament- a cl.u.s.ter of Galaxies that actually surround a planet even bigger 

than most galaxies- the Planet of Consanguinity where all the races of the 9 Supreme Bloodlines 

congregate!" 

THRUM! 

"There...we can go to the domain that the Dragons rule!" 

Tiamat’s words made Noah’s eyes shine as he nodded, the Queen Dowager sending Noah memories of 

the location she talked about as a light of teleportation wrapped around the both of them, their figures 

disappearing from the chaotic void. 

WAP! 

A second later, Noah found himself in front of a planet even more enormous than the first one he came 

across in the Animus Universe- a planet that actually had cl.u.s.ters of Galaxies surrounding it! 

"The Planet of Consanguinity..." 

Tiamat seemed to be emotional as she looked at the galaxy-sized planet, many memories being dug 

from her mind as events of the past were recalled. 

She shook her head with a firm expression as she looked towards Noah who only nodded towards her to 

take the lead towards the location ruled by the Dragon Race. 

The Planet of Consanguinity was truly as large as a Galaxy, being over 40,000 light years as the surface 

area was truly something hard to comprehend! When Noah began descending onto the enormous 

Planet, he could pick up an uncountable number of powerful auras dwelling just in the small area they 

were heading down to! 

"We must not call attention to ourselves before we collect more information. We’ll have to get in 

contact with the Dragons inside the Stardew Valleys below us first." 

The area of the Planet of Consanguinity they were descending down on had an expansive area that was 

one of the strongholds of those with the Bloodline of Dragons, a place called Stardew Valleys that was 1 

light year in size! 

That was over 6 trillion miles of land, most of it being wide stretching valleys that changed from freezing 

icecaps to barren deserts, all the way to verdant green mountainous landscapes- Noah and Tiamat going 

towards the center of it where the most powerful Dragon Tribes would be. 

"The other 9 Supreme Bloodlines are spread out all around this planet, with each force staying within 

the bounds of their regions unless a fight for Supremacy breaks out..." 

Tiamat continued to introduce the new land they were in as she provided a great deal of information, 

Noah continuing to pick up the auras of terrifying beings below them! 

They gradually entered the skies of the planet as below them, verdant valleys and mountains were 

stretched out for millions upon millions of miles, at the peaks of each of these mountains and 

valleys...one could see majestic structures that looked like magical cities. 



Noah looked at the exquisitely built structures atop the mountain valley right below them that held one 

of such fantastical cities, their two figures descending down towards it as they could see multiple figures 

moving about. 

As they went down and neared the peak of the valley while clearly seeing the fantastical scenes before 

them, Tiamat’s face drastically began to change while Noah’s eyes shone with an intense light! 

This was because at their Realms, the things they could see were truly many and not just a single scene 

of the grand structures filled with powerful beings below them. 

Set on top of the mountainous valley, the fantastical city had structures shining with an Obsidian color 

as they rose to the skies, majestic looking castles and abodes spread out everywhere as the city alone 

was over 5000 miles in size- the diameters of small planets! 

And this was just 1 of the many cities on top of the peak of the multiple mountains of the 1 Light Year 

long Stardew Valleys. 

Within the mountain peak and in this majestic city...the figures of many Dragons and other creatures 

from the 9 Supreme Bloodlines could be seen! 

Tiamat’s face had changed drastically because with their power, they were now able to observe the 

happenings of this planet-sized city as many scenes unfolded in front of their eyes. 

A scene of the creatures from the Supreme Bloodline of White Tigers riding atop the backs of the Water 

Dragons while talking nonchalantly... 

An even more shocking sight was a scene of a group of creatures from the Nine-Tailed Fox Supreme 

Bloodline at the stage of Entities with a single Sage following them, the Sage waving his hands down as 

in the middle of the city...he cut off the head of a Blue Dragon while saying out nonchalant words. 

"This one will be today’s meal. Make sure you stew the meat until it is well done!" 

...! 

Tiamat watched this scene and many others scenes in the city below them as her drastically changing 

face became ashen, quickly becoming filled with immense wrath and shame! 

There were many scenes, but they all depicted great injustices befalling those of the Dragon Race! 

Within the City atop this mountain peak and on many other locations in the Domain of Dragons that was 

the Stardew Valleys...these scenes were actually commonplace. 

Since over a hundred thousand years ago when the Queen Dowager that ruled over the dignified Dragon 

Race was eradicated...this was the state that had befallen the Bloodline of Dragons! 

It was a heart rending scene for Tiamat to see on her return into the Animus Universe! 

Chapter 899 - The Fall of the Dragon Race I 

Noah looked at the shocking scenes around them with calm eyes as his hand tightly grasped the 

shoulder of Tiamat, their feet touching the earth of one of the celestial bodies of the Animus Universe 

for the first time. 



They were within the Planet of Consanguinity where all the 9 Supreme Bloodlines congregated, one of 

the important locations within the Animus Universe that wasn’t under the control of a single Supreme 

Bloodline! 

Tiamat had chosen to come here first and not in the Draconic Holy Lands where she ruled before and 

was assassinated in for the purpose of first gathering information. 

She had to know the state of the Dragon Race, and understand what had occurred in the last tens of 

thousands of years. 

For this, they descended onto one of the many mountainous valleys of a location millions of miles long 

called Stardew Valleys that should have been under the control of Dragons! 

What she found...caused her heart to nearly explode in shame and wrath as it was the scene of majestic 

Dragons...being treated as if they weren’t the peak Bloodline of the Animus Universe! 

Nine-tailed Phoenixes killed Dragons in plain sight for a meal, and the magisterial Dragons were used 

throughout the city as mounts that pulled carriages or to cross the skies. 

It was as if the dragon race was purposefully being bullied and shamed as when Noah used his eyes to 

cover the sights of the city nearest to them, he discovered it was only those of the Dragon Race 

receiving such treatment. 

"This...!" 

Tiamat’s aura had nearly begun to explode out as Noah’s hand on her shoulder tightened, sending a 

command to this Queen Dowager to calm down! 

He walked with her into the city as the many unfolding scenes around them became even clearer. 

It was a bustle of activities all around, Noah seeing many unique creatures and beings in human forms 

wandering about. 

Some of the 9 Supreme Bloodlines liked to keep their animalistic forms throughout, others took on the 

humanoid form as they moved across the City with ease and laughter! 

The scenes of Dragons being abused throughout seemed like the norm as nobody paid attention to it, 

Noah and Tiamat only being able to see fear and shame when they looked into the eyes of the Dragons 

moving around the nearest areas they could observe without spreading their auras out wildly. 

The dragon in human form had tears welling up in her eyes as she looked at the huge body of the 

dragon dissected not too far from her, but her head only turned away as she continued her task! 

Noah saw the girl had only Low Tier GALAXY Realm power flowing within her, sending a message to 

Tiamat as his essence silently flew out. 

The essence of the fully assimilated Dao of Voidspace silently flashed once as the figure of the sweeping 

dragon girl disappeared silently, along with the figures of Noah and Tiamat! 

Before they went even further into the city and saw what was happening within it, Noah wanted to 

collect information on the state of everything around them. 



The three of them disappeared from the majestic city as Noah utilized the [Pocket Universe] to send 

them into this isolated space! 

"Who...?!" 

The dragon girl was fearful as her voice shakily came out, her body pulsing with the aura of a being in 

the Low Tier GALAXY Realm as her pulsing body threatened to transform. 

"Who?! Who?!" 

RUMBLE! 

Tiamat’s face was filled with wrath as she appeared in front of the Dragon Girl with her aura wildly 

exploding out! 

"This...!" 

The dragon girl was shocked as she felt a dominating presence that called for her to kneel, and she could 

not actually resist as she fell to her knees while looking up towards Tiamat in shock. 

"What has happened to my Bloodline?! What has happened to the dragon race in just a few tens of 

thousands of years?!" 

With a face filled with shame and pain from seeing her Bloodline treated as lower than Slaves, Tiamat 

looked for answers from the dragon girl they had snatched before them! 

"An ancestor of our race..." 

The girl looked towards them in a stupor for a few more seconds before she came to, sensing the 

dominating Bloodline strength of Tiamat that seemed much purer than hers as she mistook her for one 

of the hiding ancestors of Dragons! 

Her face became tearful as she choked her words out. 

"Ancestor...where have you and the others gone to? Why have you left us alone and defenseless?! You 

ask what happened to the dragon race? You abandoned us!" 

RUMBLE! 

Tiamat’s body shook from the words as her domineering body nearly fell back, Noah coming forward 

with his eyes shining out red beams of light. 

"Treat us if we just woke up and know nothing of what happened in the last tens of thousands of years. 

What has happened with the Dragon Race in the Animus Universe?" 

The dragon girl came to as she became aware of of Noah’s aura at the Galactic Filament Realm, finally 

coming to as she began to weave out a story. 

It was the story of the majestic Bloodline of Dragons...of how they had fallen from their high pedestals 

into where they were now! 

"Since the Progenitor perished..." 



After the shocking ambush that Tiamat had faced from the collision of multiple Races of the 9 Supreme 

Bloodlines, new Rulers that stood at the top of the food chain in the Animus Universe were crowned! 

The Lands of Dragons were taken over, the once majestic race that gradually lost its strongest protectors 

falling to the bottom of the ranks of creatures within the Animus Universe. 

Even the Race of the Golden Cyclops that was ranked at the bottom of the Supreme 

Bloodlines...received better treatment than Dragons for the thousands of years that followed the fall of 

the Queen Dowager! 

"The powerful Ancestors either bent their knees to the Nine-Tailed Fox Race or Qilin Race, with some 

disappearing as they merely hid in the shadows...!" 

"We have no experts to protect us, nobody to stand or defend us as we are treated like the lowest class 

of beings in our own lands! The Nine-Tailed Fox Race has a penchant for Dragon Meat, so they slaughter 

hundreds of Dragons daily just within this mountain to satiate their thirst!" 

"I see your aura at the stage of Galactic Filament with your Bloodline power matching that of the 

Ancestors...where were you this whole time?! To stand before me like someone important, to look at 

me who is only in the Low Tier GALAXY Realm and dare ask me of the state of the Dragon Race..." 

"...where were you this entire time?! While we were butchered and played around with? While the 

queens of our race became lower class citizens that the ugly Races sullied?! Where were you, oh great 

ancestor of the Dragon Race?!" 

RUMBLE! 

Shame filled Tiamat’s face as she couldn’t answer the Dragon girl’s cries, her figure sinking back as she 

found out her Bloodline...had gone through a great deal of pain in the last tens of thousands of years! 

Chapter 900 - The Fall of the Dragon Race II 

"..." 

After her outburst, the dragon girl heaved while looking at Tiamat and Tiamat alone. 

Even with her Realm and identity as the Progenitor of Dragons, Tiamat didn’t have an answer to give this 

aggrieved girl as she couldn’t look at her! 

Noah sighed by the side as he was the one to reply. 

"She was stuck in another universe this whole time, and we just came back right now to see the state of 

the Dragon Race." 

...! 

The dragon girl looked towards Noah incredulously at this reply as she merely shook her head and 

sighed. 

"It doesn’t matter anyways. The Stardew Valleys is one of the locations where more Dragons try to be as 

even with how badly treated we are here, it is nothing compared to the treatment of our race in the 

Bloody Battlefields Galaxy Cl.u.s.ter where most of our powerful experts are locked up." 



...! 

"What?!" 

Tiamat’s head rose at this as her eyes blazed with shining lights. 

"They sent the majority of the Dragon Race into the Bloody Battlefields Galaxy Cl.u.s.ter? They’re 

treating only our Race as meat on a chopping board?!" 

The dragon girl stared at Tiamat with grieved eyes as she continued. 

"Aside from the Dao of Summoning we are all bound to with many of us answering the calls to go into 

and become contracted into other Universes...another Dao has risen up in fame since the Progenitor 

perished..." 

"...the Dao of Slaughter is now increasing as the most studied Dao within our Universe, with the 

Supreme Bloodlines using our dragon race in the Bloody Battlefields to hone their Dao. It is a hellish 

place of constant brutality where Dragons are hunted daily for sport!" 

RUMBLE! 

More and more shocking information was released from the dragon girl as Tiamat continued to shake 

with anger! 

It seemed there were still many things behind the scenes they didn’t understand as they slowly had to 

piece together the true mysteries of what had occurred tens of thousands of years ago. 

Noah glanced at Tiamat with calm eyes as he spoke. 

"I promised you revenge against those that colluded against you...that hasn’t changed! I just need to 

know if your will is strong enough to continue!" 

THRUM! 

He stared at Tiamat with a strong gaze as the Queen Dowager burst out with strength, her voluptuous 

body of a human disappearing as the ferocious ten headed dragon form of the Queen Dowager 

appeared. 

ROAAR! 

"Dead! I want them all dead! All those stepping upon my Bloodline...they shall pay for everything they 

have done in the last tens of thousands of years!" 

The heads of the ten headed dragon roared out angrily as the dragon girl beside Noah trembled while 

looking towards Tiamat. 

This was because even though she was born only a few thousand years ago, she still recalled the legends 

of a certain being that were passed around the dragon race over the years! 

Of the being that ruled with an iron fist as all the other Supreme Bloodlines feared her before they 

colluded with each other to assassinate her...the only being that had the form of a ten headed dragon 

out of all Dragons! 



"Progenitor..." 

The dragon girl dropped to her knees in shock as she looked towards Tiamat in a stupor. 

"I...this...!" 

Her mind buzzed as she recalled how she had told off such a being minutes ago, but Tiamat spoke with a 

heavy expression as she wasn’t bothered by it. 

"You were right. I have neglected my Bloodline for too long, allowing you all to suffer great injustices for 

tens of thousands of years. All of this...shall end in the days to come!" 

RUMBLE! 

The Queen Dowager made a vow as Noah nodded, looking towards Tiamat as he asked with a calm 

voice. 

"Who are our enemies?" 

"The Nine-Tailed Fox Race, White Tiger Race, Qilin Race, the Phoenix Race...and the Golden Cyclops 

Race!" 

...! 

"Their Sages, Great Sages, Monarchs, and their Progenitors that were at the stage of Paragon just like 

me...they were the ones that ambushed me. Even though I was the strongest and had even begun to 

gain comprehension of the Cosmic Dao of Annihilation...their combined forces and betrayal still caused 

me to lose my life." 

"Before my death, the Paragon of the Nine-Tailed Fox Race...that f.u.c.k.i.n.g hypocrite let out an 

apology while letting me know that they were moving because of the commands of a Universal Realm 

Hegemony!" 

RUMBLE! 

Horrendous words that caused the poor dragon girl to nearly pee herself resounded, Noah’s eyes 

turning into slits as he nodded while cracking his neck. 

"Sages, Great Sages, Monarchs, and Paragons...this will be interesting!" 

His eyes blazed with intense light as in front of the challenge ahead of them, he wasn’t the least bit 

phased! 

"As for the Universal Realm expert, he cannot move against us- the most he can do being to influence 

the powerful beings sitting atop the Bloodlines like he did before..." 

Noah seemed to be thinking as the shaken dragon girl by the side spoke hesitatingly. 

"If...if you truly are the Progenitor, I would suggest you wait a few hundred thousand years to return to 

your peak power before moving against our enemies, otherwise...!" 

She wanted the being in front of her that matched the description of legend to not throw her life away 

in anger as she thought it was better to regain her power before moving! 



Tiamat’s heads glared at the girl as she returned to human form, her gaze becoming kinder as she 

looked at a being from her Bloodline that had faced who knew how much injustice. 

"The Dragon Race is in pain now, so we shall move now. Besides, I am not alone! My Master, your new 

Master as well...he will take care of everything!" 

The domineering Queen Dowager actually glanced towards Noah with shining eyes as she relied on the 

being with a stupendous rate of advancement, knowing he considered the task in front of them a mere 

challenge to pass through! 

"The Progenitor has a Master...ahh!" 

The dragon girl slumped down again the moment she realized the great legend of their race had been 

subjugated, Noah letting out a smile at this girl who was going through a myriad of emotions in just an 

hour as he spoke out. 

"So, shall we start with the Stardew Valleys?" 

RUMBLE! 

 


